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Everyone's familiar with some mythological birds like the 
phoenix, but the world's mythology can get way stranger 
than that. 
1. Benu. The Benu bird was an Egyptian version of the more 

well-known phoenix. ... 

2. Anzu. ... 

3. Boobrie. ... 

4. Garuda (Karura) ... 
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listverse.com/2014/02/22/10-unusual-birds-from-world-mythology
Feb 22, 2014 · The hoopoe is an oddly-named bird thatâ€™s both a real creature and the
stuff of some conflicting mythologies. In Arab mythology, the hoopoe is regarded as an
enlightened bird that has powers of healing and water divination.

Category:Legendary birds - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Legendary_birds
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mythological birds. ... Pages in category
"Legendary birds" The following 113 pages are in this category, out of 113 total.

Images of mythological birds
bing.com/images

See more images of mythological birds

Bird Mythology: Types of Mythical Birds - Liza Phoenix
www.lizaphoenix.com/encyclopedia/birds.shtml
Overview - Fantastic creatures related to birds. Carbuncle - A small bird that collects
crystallized dragon brains and wears them on its forehead. Cockatrice - A noxious
rooster-like creature with a barbed tongue and the tail of a snake.

List of fictional birds - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_fictional_birds
This list of fictional birds is subsidiary to the list of fictional animals. ... two ravens of
Odin in Norse mythology and fictional works based thereon, ...

Anseriformes (swans ... · Apodiformes ... · Charadriiformes ...

Birds in Mythology - Myth Encyclopedia - Greek, god, â€¦
www.mythencyclopedia.com › Be-Ca
Common Birds in Mythology Certain birds appear over and over again in the world's
myths and legends, although not always in the same roles. The crow and its close
relative the raven, for example, have a number of different meanings.

Thunderbird | mythological bird | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/topic/thunderbird-mythological-bird
Thunderbird: Thunderbird,, in North American Indian mythology, a powerful spirit in the
form of a bird. By its work, the earth was watered and vegetation grew.

NAMES OF FICTIONAL BIRDS - A list of fictional birds â€¦
www.lowchensaustralia.com/names/birds.htm
PERSIAN MYTHOLOGY Chamrosh - a bird said to live on the summit of Mount Alborz
and is the archetype of all birds Roc - an enormous mythical bird of prey, often white,
reputed to have been able to carry off and eat elephants. Simurgh - a gigantic,
benevolent, mythical flying creature, often part dog or human.

Category:Mythological birds - Wikimedia Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Mythological_birds
Media in category "Mythological birds" The following 26 files are in this category, out of
26 total.

Phoenix | mythological bird | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/topic/phoenix-mythological-bird
May 03, 2018 · Phoenix: Phoenix, in ancient Egypt and in Classical antiquity, a fabulous
bird associated with the worship of the sun. The Egyptian phoenix was said to be as
large as an eagle, with brilliant scarlet and gold plumage and a melodious cry.

Bird Ephemera: Birds in Greek mythology
birdephemera.blogspot.com/2013/04/birds-in-greek-mythology.html
Apr 29, 2013 · I've been meaning to do a post about the birds of Greek mythology for a
while now, and by "a while," I mean, oh, about the past year or so. The sheer scope of
the topic has been a bit daunting, to be honest.

Mythical bird - Crossword Clue Answer | Crossword â€¦
crosswordheaven.com/clues/mythical-bird
Find answers for the crossword clue: Mythical bird. We have 2 answers for this clue.
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